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ABSTRACT:
In conventional Electronic Health Records (EHRs), restorative related
data is for the most part independently constrained by various emergency clinics
and in this way it prompts burden of data sharing. Cloud based EHRs take care
of the issue of data sharing in the customary EHRs. The cloud administration
focus and key-age focus. Block chain is reforming the traditional healthcare
practices to a more reliable, in terms of effective and treatment through safe and
secure data sharing. In the future, block chain could be a technology that may
potentially help in personalized, authentic, and secure healthcare by merging the
entire real-time clinical data of a patient’s health and presenting it in an up-todate secure healthcare setup. Our arrangement is to utilize the developing
innovation of block chain to EHRs (signified as block chain-based EHRs for
accommodation). Right off the bat, we officially characterize the framework
model of block chain-based EHRs in the setting of consortium block chain.
Also, verification issue is significant for EHRs. In any case, existing verification
plans for block chain-based EHRs have their very own feeble focuses. The
propose a verification conspire for block chain-based EHRs. Our proposition is
an identity based mark plot with different specialists which can oppose
conspiracy assault out of experts. Moreover, our plan is provably secure in the
arbitrary prophet model and has increasingly effective marking and
confirmation calculations than existing validation plans of block chain-based
EHRs.
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OBJECTIVES:
The hospital [EHR System] which accesses the database must be registered
and must have got a unique id. The unique code used to access the database.
The details of the patients will be stored and an identification number will be
generated when their data are stored into the database for the first time after the
implementation of the system. Block chain technology to provide an interesting
and innovative way to keep references to Electronic Health Records (EHRs)
used patients could keep a better control of their own data and health
professionals and institutions, such as hospitals, could have access to patients
data owned by others institutions. In summary, block chain has the potential to
improve that solutions providing privacy and interoperability.

EXISTING SYSTEM:
The Existing System, all medical related data are digitized and stored in
the server of hospital. Then, when a patient goes back to the hospital, he or the
hospital can search previous information, including names of the patient and
doctor, time, diagnosis, and so on. As an important application in the medical
field, EHRs have attracted wide attention. Many standards have been proposed
for EHRs. In addition, many papers considered the security and privacy issues
in EHRs systems. However, there exists many problems in traditional EHRs.
First of all, generally, medical-related data are independently stored in different
hospitals or research institutions since they have their own independent
database. Therefore, when a patient transfers from a hospital to another one, he
needs to obtain medical examinations once again. This obviously will lead to
waste of medical information resources and increase patients’ body and
financial burdens. Secondly, in EHRs systems, only the authorities, such as
hospitals, have data. Hence, if there is a dispute between hospital and patient,
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then the hospital will always win since it can tamper the medical records or
even delete them. It is not fair for patients.

PROPOSED SYSTEM:
The Proposed System works on creating a new EHRs paradigm which
can help in dealing with the problems in cloud-based EHRs. Our solution is to
make use of the emerging technology of block chain which is derived from
Bitcoin. Generally speaking, block chain can be seem as a decentralized and
distributed database. There is authority in traditional network architectures or
application systems, such as KGC, cloud service provider, and so on. The
decentralized feature of block chain gets rid of such dependence on authority.
Therefore, many people considered the applications of block chain in different
types of real-world scenarios, including EHRs, we call it block chain-based
EHRs. As we proposed, with the trained set of patient data by SVM Specifier
and splited the data into sensitive and insensitive data.
In SVM Specifier using the separate sensitive case from the block chain and
uploaded to cloud by homomorphic encryption. For example, the works of
designed a broad framework for block chain based EHRs made use of
encryption technology to protect the confidentiality of the medical records focus
on the privacy issue of EHRs and designed a new framework based on block
chain and homomorphic encryption.

AES ALGORITHM:
 AES (acronym of Advanced Encryption Standard) is a symmetric

encryption algorithm. The algorithm was developed by two Belgian
cryptographer Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen. AES was designed to
be efficient in both hardware and software, and supports a block length
of 128 bits and key lengths of 128, 192, and 256 bits
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 STEPS IN ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD:
 STEP 1
 Derive the set of round keys from the cipher key
 STEP 2
 Initialize the state array with the block data
 STEP 3
 Add the initial round key to the starting state array
 STEP 4
 Perform nine rouinds of state manipulation
 STEP 5


Perform the tenth and final round of state manipulation



STEP 6

 Copy the final state array out as the encrypted data

Architecture Diagram:
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MODULE DESCRIPTION
MODULES:
1. Admin Modules
2. Unique Id and Key verification
3. Reports Upload
4. Doctor Counseling
5. User Entry Checking
6. Database Report Search

1.Admin Module
In this Module, an User must Authorised in an our application and there is a
provider side must add the doctors and hospitals for the further counselling for
Patients or Users... Even Doctor Profile, Doctors only able to known the
Password for their view of Counselling Information..
2. Unique Id And Key verification.
In this module, when an every provider must have an unique hospital details
and doctor list.... When an User comes under in an application and accepts the
Provider for further Proceeding Comes under in the booked Provider alone..

3. Reports Upload.
In this module, When an User booked his Provider along with Hospitality
Functions and Doctor Specalist in an application...Once an User come back for
further Process They made an counselling to Particular Doctor...
4. Doctor Counselling.
We consider the server to be semi-trusted, That means the server will try to find
out as much secret information in the stored PHR files aspossible, but they will
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honestly follow the protocol in general. On the other hand, some users will also
try to access the files beyond their privileges. For example, a pharmacy may
want to obtain the prescriptions of patients for marketing and boosting its
profits.

5.User Entry Checking.
In this Module, we had implemented main goal of the Project it denotes
security for viewing our personal information to all roles in an application...To
prevent that we had proposed to use Attribute Based Encryption Algorithm for
the access to encrypt the Selected Details to Restrict to view By others...

6. Database Report Search.
In this module, admin can able to view overall users report, Users
personal Records and User Counselling Records....In Such Case, user had made
encrypted their information it will visualization in cipher text format and age
display in the K-Anatomy Format..

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT:
The authenticity of such information can be guaranteed by a proper
authorization mechanism from users to their employees.We designed an
identity-based signature scheme with multiple authorities for the block chainbased EHRs system. The scheme has efficient signing and patient data by
SvmSpecifier.

CONCLUSION:
To understand the validation plan of EHRs framework in light of block
chain. We first officially characterize the EHRs framework model in the setting
of consortium block chain. At that point we design a character based mark
conspire with various specialists for the block chain-based EHRs framework.
The plan has effective marking and check calculations.
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